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Background: Scar management on the achilles region is also challenging due to its anatomical position, bony prominences, relatively limited skin, less subcutaneous fat, and less vascularization. Primary suture cannot be performed on the wide defect, whilst serial excisions are inapplicable to be done on a thick and tough scar. Wound healing in the lower limbs also typically get impaired due the gravitational effect on the venous system and the unlimited joint movement.

Patient and Methods: A 21-year-old woman presented with a hard and thick hypertrophic scar on the achilles area due to deep dermal burns caused by hot metal two years ago. The patient had pruritic chronic ulcer on her scar. Scar excision was performed. In order to reduce the tension, a V-Y advancement flap was used to close the defect primarily. Foreslab was applied to reduce mobilization, and then continued by pressure garment application. On her next visit to the clinic, wound dehiscence was found. 10 days after the first excision, debridement was performed, wound re-sutured and dressed using topical honey covered by gauze.

Result: Follow up results after 8 weeks showed a fully epithelialized wound. Compression bandage and limited mobility by foreslab application prevented the vertical growth of scar effectively. Patient no longer complaints about itchiness nor movement limitation.

Summary: Planning surgical procedures for achilles reconstruction must take consider the followings: (1) choice of skin graft or flap, (2) choice of donor sites, (3) type of excision (4) hemostasis (5) fixation of skin grafts and splinting, and (6) dressings. Adjuvant preventive measures must also be implemented postsurgery to prevent regrowth of hypertrophic scar.
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Hypertrophic scar formation is a major clinical problem in the developing and industrialized worlds. Burn injuries, traumatic injuries, and surgical procedures can give rise to exuberant scarring which results in permanent functional loss and the stigma of disfigurement.1,2 In the
majority of cases, hypertrophic scar develops in wounds at anatomic locations with high tension, such as shoulders, neck, presternum, knees and ankles. The epithelium is thin and they may become focal areas of ulceration. The color is pink to purple and may be accompanied by hyperpigmentation. The borders of the tumor is usually linear following a surgical scar, papular or nodular following an inflammatory and ulcerating lesions, which are commonly pruritic.³ Treatments for hypertrophic scar are divided in two modalities, surgery and conservative. Reconstruction is usually done by graft or flap. Scar excision in the Achilles area is a challenge considering its anatomical position, bony prominences, relatively limited skin, less subcutaneous fat, and less vascularization. Wound healing in the lower limb may be impaired due its gravity effect on venous system and unlimited on joint movement. We present a case of hypertrophic scar in the Achilles area where scar excision was performed, twice –with lesson learnt– and the result is satisfactory.

**PATIENT AND METHODS**

A 21-year-old female presented to our outpatient department. Two years ago, she experienced a motorcycle traffic accident. Her skin at the right achilles came into contact with a hot metal. She went to a general practitioner after the accident to treat her complaints of bullae and was given a topical placental gel. She then continued the treatment at home with Rivanol solution. The wound gradually healed but some part of it still has raw surface, with other healed part feeling thick and stiff (Fig. 1). It became very itchy especially if she moved or perspired. Patient also complained of a limited foot movement when running and jumping. Scar excision was performed, followed by reconstruction using a local flap.

Before surgery was performed, the skin laxity and the ankle’s range of motion were measured. The scar was indeed solid and sturdy with chronic ulceration on it (Fig. 2). Considering the challenging reconstructive options, the goal of operation was determined to first remove the ulcer and flatten the scar so the patient will fit into her shoes comfortably. Intraoperative under local anesthesia, some part of the wound was found to be lax enough to be sutured primarily without tension. The remaining wound near the heel tip required a local V-Y advancement flap closure. Interrupted unabsorbable sutures were used, then wound
covered using tulle dressing and dry gauze. Compression bandage was applied to prevent wound vertical overgrowth, and dorsal foreslab was worn to limit mobilization. After a short period of recovery patient went home. Patient came back on the 5th day post operation with dehiscent wound (Fig. 3).

Ten days after the initial excision and reconstruction, the wound dehiscence was debrided and refreshed. Only 3 stitches were made to approximate the wound, with some raw surface left in between sutures. Honey was applied topically and wound covered by gauze. Foreslab and compression bandage were continued to be worn.

RESULTS

Follow up results after 8 weeks showed a fully epithelialized wound (Fig. 4). Compression bandage and limited mobility by foreslab application prevented the vertical growth of scar effectively. Patient no longer complaints about itchiness nor movement limitation.

DISCUSSION

Hypertrophic scars are defined as elevated scar tissues which do not grow beyond the original wound border. They are usually formed secondary to excessive tensile forces across the wound. The predilection sites are on the shoulders, neck, presternum, knees and ankles. Burn injuries, traumatic injuries, and surgical procedures can give rise to exuberant scarring that result in permanent functional loss and the stigma of disfigurement. It still becomes major clinical problem in the world with an incidence between 40% to 70% following surgery up to 91% following burn injury, depending on the depth of the wound. Common complaints from patients other than aesthetic concerns are the pruritus. Several
conservative therapeutic options are currently available. The application of rose hip oil are vitamin E are well-known to be used as topical treatment but they are largely anecdotal. Other treatment including corticosteroid, compression garment, silicone sheeting, hydrogel sheeting, smooth beam laser, Erbium laser, and chemical peels are among other options than surgery with some studies proving their effectivity.1

Because in up to 91% of burn injuries result in the formation of hypertrophic scar, when planning reconstructive surgery for post-burn patients, a surgeon must first consider what is the patient’s primary complaint. Treatment are indicated either for function, comfort, or appearance. Definitive correction of burn scarring should generally be delayed for a year or more after scar is mature.6,9 Nowadays, the first approach of burn reconstructive surgery should be considered is the use of local or regional flaps. Such flaps can be raised either with normal skin or with burn scar.9

Pertaining to this case, the reconstruction techniques in the achilles area requires specific consideration and is worth discussing for. Soft-tissue reconstruction on distal tibia is viewed by many as the most challenging of all lower-extremity areas. Reconstruction of the foot and ankle is made more complex because the reconstructed part often must bear weight and yet still conform to the overall shape of the foot to allow shoe fit.15 Flaps are usually required for covering recipient beds that have poor vascularity, covering vital structures, padding body prominences,3 and more advantageous in preventing secondary deformities.7

The availability of adequate soft tissue around the ankle is limited. Consequently, there is typically a good deal of tension along the incision line and dehiscence can easily occur. Attinger stated, the highest complication and failure rates come from local flaps because of dehiscence or incision line necrosis. The angiosomes and vein drainage should also be considered.10-12

VY advancement allows a linear scar to be lengthened without any flap transposition and without the fear of compromise to the blood supply. No undermining of the flap tips is carried out, but these are simply pushed into the defect.4 When a V-Y flap is used, it should be in the oblique axis, keeping the tail of the V-Y towards the calf, as there is usually extra skin for direct closure.15,16

Dressing must be comfortable, well-padded, and not too tight, with an opening that allows monitoring of the flap.3,4,6 Despite a surgeon’s best operative efforts, strategies may still fail due to postoperative shear forces created by premature joint motion or pressure. The key is to immobilize the ankle, and limb elevation to help venous return against gravity. Because patient compliance can be a real issue, the use of an external fixator should be used whenever there is a question about the feasibility of keeping the ankle immobilized. Alternatives include casting or splinting.10,15,16

In the properly selected patient population, external fixators serve as an indispensable adjunct to wound healing by providing temporary offloading or immobilization of joints, particularly if the flap or pedicle is in the weight-bearing area while the patient is supine.15,19 When reconstruction involves the achilles tendon, a non–weight bearing cast is applied at surgery and remains in place for 3 weeks, and then a weight bearing cast is worn for another 3 weeks. At the end of 6 weeks, a prefabricated walking boot is applied. The patient may begin active and passive exercises and calf strengthening. At 3 months, a heel lift is used, and the patient is allowed to return gradually to previous activities.14

A four-layer dressing wraps of the lower extremity consisting of impregnated-tulle, gauze, cast padding, and elastic wraps are commonly used. After a venous stasis wound has healed, 30 to 40 mm Hg pressure stockings must be worn continuously to prevent hypertrophic scar recurrence, which can be as low as 17% during the next 3 years.4 Other references stated that there are no study which states the definite optimum pressure, but suggested that 25 mmHg may be the ideal loading pressure. It also suggested an application time of 23 hours a day with two half-hour removal periods for hygiene and massage. Pressure therapy is less effective after six months of treatment.5 Munro suggested that
consistent sustained pressure is needed throughout treatment, starting at the beginning of epithelialization and continues for as long as possible into the maturation phase. In hypertrophic scar, it slows down synthesis and increases lysis, inducing extracellular matrix reorganization.\(^\text{15}\)

Honey has been scientifically proven in several studies to hasten wound healing process. The rapid rates of healing seen when wounds are dressed with honey are due to more than just it creating a moist non-adherent environment. Dressing with honey gives greater epithelialization rate, greater thickness of granulation tissue, better angiogenesis stimulation, helps oxygenation, and provides energy source for destruction of bacteria.\(^\text{18}\)

In this patient, the best treatment would be to give the patient a non-ambulatory setting for at least 1 month. However her socioeconomic burden makes it difficult to apply. Every time she came to visit, she had to use the public transportation and walked in some distance. That, in some measure impaired her recovery. As a kindergarten teacher, the patient was quite compliant to doctor’s orders. In the first month, she walked with splint and obeyed the postoperative instructions. However, in the first visit after the scar excision, she came back for a follow-up visit on the 5th day, two days later than she should have come. She presented with a wound dehiscence which required further operative intervention. Fortunately, with minimal revisional procedure in the second operation, combined with topical honey application, immobilization, as well as pressure application by garment; full healing was attained, joint movement improve, with no residual complaints form the patient.

**SUMMARY**

Planning surgical procedures for achilles reconstruction must take consider the followings: (1) choice of skin graft or flap, (2) choice of donor sites, (3) type of excision (4) hemostasis (5) fixation of skin grafts and splinting, and (6) dressings.\(^\text{3,4,7,9,13,15}\) Adjuvant preventive measures must also be implemented postsurgery to prevent regrowth of hypertrophic scar.
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